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Television - you either love it or hate it. Or love-hate him? Anyway, we all have a deep if sometimes ambivalent relationship with our TVs. We use TV to relax, get information, stay connected, learn things, waste time, forget about problems, and the list can go on and on. Unsurprisingly, many have tried (and mostly failed)
to offer a truly portable TV watch device. And then there was the smartphone, bringing the silicon brain and the look of hi-res screens to the mainstream consumer. Increasingly larger smartphones these days can double as TVs without problems, provided you have the right apps. So for all of you TV maniacs, we bring
you the best apps that transform your Android device into a TV, so you can enjoy your favorite comedy, ball game, or reality show wherever you are. SPB TVSPB TV is a multi-platform app that lets you watch live TV shows from around the world for free. With over 120 channels to choose from, this app is one of the best
apps out there to watch your favorite TV shows. Navigating through channels is simple and you can adjust the quality of the streams from high to low. SPB TV is also great for watching video-on-demand TV shows. Other notable features include a wide range of public channels, a quick channel view, a quick channel
change, an integrated TV guide, image-to-image and on-screen control. SPB TV for Android on AppBrainCrackle - Movies and TVAnother Awesome Android app that will turn your Android into a Crackle TV. Crackle - Movies and TV lets you watch full-length TV shows and movies on your Android smartphone and tablet
for free. We love the fact that this app is capable of streaming high quality video, with over 20 new TV episodes and movies added each month. And we're talking about unlimited on-demand videos in different genres. While some may complain about random commercials, given that it's completely free, downloading
Crackle is well worth it. Crackle is currently available in the US, Canada, UK and Australia.Crackle - Movies and TV for Android on AppBrain2Streams - Streaming TVDid do you know that you can watch any TV show on your Android device? Thanks to In2Streams - Streaming TV app for Android, you can now access all
your favorite TV shows in snap. The app has over 5,000 TV episodes ready for your enjoyment of viewing. The only downside is that you will need to subscribe to the In2Streams service. The app, however, is free to download. If you have already tried the service on your you'll easily see the many benefits of using this
app. In2Streams - Streaming TV for Android on AppBrainTV.com Will love the cool TV.com android app. TV.com allows access to CBS channels like CNBC, CW, ET, CBS Showtime, CBS Sports and CNET, without painful subscription subscriptions The app essentially provides the entire TV experience on your Android
smartphone or tablet. If you're looking for great shows including your favorite comedies, then TV.com app is exactly what you need. The new version is now faster, with a recently improved layout design that provides easy access to many of your favorite TV episodes. And yes, the quality of the video is excellent as well. If
you have plenty of time to kill, download TV.com for Android right now. TV.com for Android on AppBrainTV Listings for AndroidTV Listings for Android is a fast and easy app that will allow you to watch over 13,000 TV channels from the US. We love this app for its simple design and functionality. There is no complex user
interface here, only pure streaming. TV Listings for Android covers all kinds of shows - by air, cable and satellite. Notable features include tabs, movie ratings, reminders, filtering, and search. TV listings for Android is a great app that will definitely turn your phone or tablet into a mobile TV. TV listings for Android for
Android on AppBrainIMDb Movies and TVOf of course, we can't forget about IMDb and its special mobile app for Android. IMDb is the most reliable source of information when it comes to movies and TV shows. The IMDb Movies and TV app for Android allows you to search for more than 2 million movies and TV games,
complete with useful reviews and ratings to help you stay away from these boring unexploded shells. We personally love IMDb high quality movie trailers and Showtime movie graphics. You can also watch TV ads for your own local time zone and watch teams from previous shows. You can even search for DVD and Blu-
ray titles by scanning the barcode or using the cover of art photos. Sounds good, doesn't it? IMDb Movies and TV for Android on AppBrainWorld Streaming TVThe World Streaming TV app sits at the top in the Google Play for video and media app category. The new version of the app has undergone several bug fixes,
and it should run smoothly on any Android smartphone and tablet. True to its name, the app has a huge list of channels for you to choose from, from over 70 different countries. Now you can watch your favorite TV shows, matches or world news, 24 hours a day. The user interface is simple enough to get used to in
minutes. You can save your shows and channels by bookmarking them and you can also join the WSTV community for suggestions and support. World Streaming TV for Android on AppBrainShowTimes - GuideSurely Series, you don't want to miss a single episode of your favorite TV show. Whether Or The Big Bang
Theory, you can keep up with the Android device and ShowTimes app. So what makes this app special? While it's not exactly an app that will allow you to stream the show, it's perfect for keeping up to date with the latest episodes released on TV. We just love the simplicity of simplicity. The navigation is simple and the
relevant results come blazing quickly through the search function. The ShowTimes app for Android also has a widget that will display your shows and add a reminder to your calendar. There is also a backup option to save your shows on your SD card. There you have - our list of hand-picked best apps that allow you to
enjoy the TV on the go. Which one is your favorite? Have we forgotten about the cool Android TV app? Google has officially announced the first preview of Android 11 for Android TV devices. The new version can only be installed on the developer's hardware, so don't try to use it. Google says Android 11 will bring a lot
of privacy, performance, accessibility and connectivity. The first developer preview for Android 11 on smartphones dropped back in February. Now it is at the beginning of the beta period, which means we are on track to see it in stable shape this summer. However, the Android 11 version due on Android TV devices
starts its life cycle today. Google revealed on the Android Developers blog that the first developer preview for Android 11 will be available for ATV developers starting this year. Obviously, this means that a stable rollout of Android 11 will come on TVs and streaming boxes much later than it would be for smartphones
(although this is not surprising). Related: The best Android TV devices: what are your options? To be clear, this is only for developers and will only work for developer-oriented hardware, particularly ADT-3 streamers supplied by Google. Don't try to install this on nvidia Shield TV or Sony TV, as it will cause a lot of
problems. Google says that the Android TV version of Android 11 will come with a lot of privacy, performance, availability and connectivity. We need to wait until the developers can break it up to know exactly what these claims might mean, however. What we are most interested in is to see whether google's mysterious
streaming stick will be mentioned in the Android 11 code. Stay tuned for this. Tagged: Android TVAndroid 11 there are many ways to stream movies and shows directly to your TV. One of the best options is to get your hands on the Android TV Box - a streaming device running a bespoke version of Google Android OS
designed for standalone TV and TVs. Unlike the wildly popular Chromecast, Google has tried and failed (twice) with its own Android TV products, but fortunately there are many companies out there that have filled the void. If you want to use it as a Kodi box, an emulation platform or just a reusable media streaming
center, here are the best Android TV boxes you can buy. Best Android TV boxes: Editor's note: We'll update this list of the best Android TV boxes as new devices are launched.1. Nvidia Shield TVThis is the best Android TV box for most people, but it's also the most expensive on this list. By packing the mighty quad-core
Tegra X1 processor, 2GB of RAM and 16GB of storage, Nvidia Shield TV has the specs to fit its huge app library through the Play Store and a seemingly endless list of features. This Android box offers 4K streaming, Dolby Atmos and DTS-X surround sound, has built-in 4K Chromecast support, can be used as a Plex
media server, and even doubles as a smart home hub with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa. That's all, not to mention their gaming credentials like Nvidia Shield TV can play Android games, stream PC titles, and stream games through the cloud with GeForce Now.There's a more powerful pro version of Shield TV
available that is designed with games in mind. But if that's not your main focus, a regular Nvidia Shield is the best option because of its cheaper price tag.2. Xiaomi Mi Box SFrom is high-end to something much more affordable, the Xiaomi Mi Box S is a semi-updated version of the Xiaomi Mi Box with identical core
specifications, but added support for 4K HDR. The Mi Box S also has Google Assistant and Google Cast functionality baked into the box and remote control. Unfortunately, because it's a little older and not enough, the actual performance for 4K streaming content leaves much to be desired. However, if you are happy
with 1080p streaming, then the Mi Box S is a solid and cheap alternative to Nvidia Shield TV.3. Xiaomi Mi TV StickIf you are looking for something new (and much more affordable) from Xiaomi, we have some good news. The company offers Android TV powered Xiaomi Mi TV Stick, and it offers a lot for money. The Mi
TV Stick is a pocket-sized streaming device that will be attached to your TV's HDMI port. It comes with a built-in Google Chromecast, and supports voice commands thanks to Google Assistant. The device is equipped with a bluetooth remote with dedicated buttons for Netflix and Amazon Prime Video. Here's a rundown
of all its specifications. There are some sacrifices to be had with a lower price, however. There is no support for the definition of 4K, and there is still no mention of an improved version coming. Even so, it's the newest Android TV box coming from Xiaomi, and it's definitely worth sub-$50 price.4. Skystream Pro 8K So far
we have listed the devices from recognizable brands, but there are good options out there from companies that you've probably never heard of. These devices almost always have an Amlogic SoC and a customizable version of Android TV. Related: 10 of the best Android TV apps! One of the most powerful Android TV
boxes in this category is the Skystream Pro 8K, which has a sturdy spec sheet, supports 8K streaming, runs Android Pie, and comes with a Bluetooth remote control. This is great box Android TV, but it's not quite as widely available as some of the others on this list. The big problem you have to be is that this device does
not support 4K streaming on Netflix and Prime Video, so you have to do with 1080p.5. Ematic Jetstream 4K Ultra HD TV BoxAnother Amlogic device, Ematic's Jetstream 4K Ultra HD TV Box targets budget crowds and is readily available in the U.S. from Walmart at an affordable price. In addition to the standard Amlogic
SoC at its heart, Jetstream runs Android 8.1 Oreo, supports 4K streaming and has Widevine certification. There's also a handy remote with dedicated buttons for YouTube, Netflix and Google Assistant.The only real downside to an underperforming processor is low 8GB of storage, although this can be extended with a
microSD card. Wait, eating moreAn Android TV box isn't your only choice if you want to stream TV shows and movies on the big screen. There are many other streaming devices available running other software that gets the job done just as well. Some may be an even better choice than any of the Android TV boxes
listed above, depending on your needs and needs. Check out the best alternative media streamers we strongly recommend below. Best Alternatives to Android TV TV: Editor's Note: We'll update this list of the best Android TV boxes as new devices are launched.1. Amazon Fire TV Stick 4KAmazon's Fire TV products are
some of the most popular streaming devices out there, and while you don't know at first sight, they all feed off Android. What you get is Google's open source OS fork that changes the Play Store to Amazon's own Appstore. The regular Fire TV Stick is the cheapest device in Amazon's streaming portfolio, though most of
them want to pay a little more for the Fire TV Stick 4K, which supports 4K Ultra HD streaming video for up to 60fps, as well as Dolby Vision and HDR10 Plus.Related: Here are 3 ways to install Cody on Amazon Fire TV/StickAll Fire TV devices enjoyed a huge update last year with the return of the proper YouTube app
after a long, tedious spat with Google. Amazon Appstore also has all the biggest streaming apps such as Netflix, Amazon's own prime-video, as well as Plex and Cody. While it's not the most powerful box out there with only a 1.7GHz quad-core processor, 1.5GB of RAM, and only 8GB of storage, the Fire TV Stick 4K is
a great entry-level streaming solution with a handy remote that offers quick access to the Amazon Alexa assistant.2. Amazon Fire TV CubeThose is looking for something more powerful form Amazon can't do better than Fire TV Cube. It's the fastest, most powerful Fire TV. It is much more and more expensive. It offers
benefits such as physical support for Ethernet, and doubles as Alexa, which can be a huge boost for some of you. The benefits don't end there. Amazon Fire TV Cube has generally better features than fire TV Stick 4K. (hex-core vs. quad core), RAM is more abundant (2GB vs. 1.5GB), and even the internal storage has
received a boost (16GB vs. 8GB). This means it will work better. Google ChromecastAfter the demise of the Nexus Player, Google no longer sells products that directly stream media to the TV. However, it sells two Chromecast devices that allow you to stream apps and videos from your phone to your TV via the popular
hdMI key and Google Cast platform. The regular Chromecast is now in the third generation and supports streaming video at 1080p resolution at 60fps and multi-stage sound. There's also Chromecast Ultra, which offers 4K streaming.4. Roku Streaming Stick PlusRoku is one of the most popular streaming brands thanks
to its extensive library of applications and services. You can't broadcast almost anything on a Rock stick. There are various Roku devices out there, but Roku Streaming Stick Plus offers the best mix of premium features and affordable prices, offering 4K streams and an improved Wi-Fi range - check it out via the button
below. For more options from Roku, you can always check out our list of the best Roku streaming players. Apple TV's biggest competitor 4KAndroid has its own streaming media box, and it's one of the most powerful and expensive devices on the market. The Apple TV 4K is the latest box with a TV and brings with it
apple TV and most major streaming apps, as well as support for Dolby Atmos. It's expensive and doesn't play YouTube in 4K, but if you're already inside an Apple Wall garden, you can have an Apple TV 4K worth a look at. Take a look.
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